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 17 

Abstract: Surface plasmonic with its unique confinement of light is expected to be a cornerstone 18 

for future compact radiation sources and integrated photonics devices. The energy transfer between 19 

light and matter is a defining aspect that underlies recent studies on optical surface-wave-mediated 20 

spontaneous emissions. But coherent stimulated emission, being omnipresent in every laser system, 21 

remains to be realized and revealed in the optical near fields unambiguously and dynamically. 22 

Here, we present the coherent amplification of Terahertz surface plasmon polaritons via free 23 

electron stimulated emission. We demonstrate the evolutionary amplification process with a 24 

frequency redshift and lasts over 1-mm interaction length. The complementary theoretical analysis 25 

predicts a 100-order surface wave growth when a properly phase-matched electron bunch is used, 26 

which lays the ground for a stimulated surface wave light source and may facilitate capable means 27 

for matter manipulation, especially in the Terahertz band. 28 

  29 
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Exploiting the intensive confinement of light of the photonic quasiparticles1 – which can be 30 

plasmonic or photonic – is now becoming a prerequisite for developing extremely compact 31 

radiation sources and breaking into the strong coupling regime. Surface plasmon polaritons 32 

(SPPs) 2-4 are a mixture of charge density wave and electromagnetic fields that can provide 33 

drastically altered photonic densities. Correspondingly, modulating the intensity, spectral, and 34 

spatiotemporal signatures of the SPPs can profoundly influence the light-matter properties 35 

during the interaction. 36 

The motivation to accommodate the interplay between electrons and SPPs is longstanding 37 

and diverse, as light-matter interaction inside the SPPs can exhibit extraordinary properties that 38 

are otherwise inaccessible. At optical frequencies, infrared SPPs have been demonstrated to 39 

allow forbidden transitions in an atom system5, building on-chip radiation sources6-8, and even 40 

verifying the quantum nature of light9. Nonetheless, in both these cases, their realizations have 41 

relied on the precise control and detection of the probe electron beams (such as the photon-42 

induced near-field electron microscopy, PINEM10,11 ); but the opposite situation – the tailoring 43 

and the spatiotemporal characterization of the SPPs field – even some decades after its initial 44 

recognition12, is still nascent and awaits further explorations. Especially in the spectroscopic 45 

band beyond the optical frequencies, where the resonance frequency of many phonon 46 

polaritons modes resides13-15, versatile promising prospects include effective excitation of 47 

polariton modes in two-dimensional materials14,15, forming terahertz detectors16 and molecular 48 

sensors17 can be envisioned in the far-infrared and Terahertz (THz) frequency range. 49 

In this regard, it is intriguing to extend the SPPs frequency from infrared to the Terahertz 50 

band to see what new capabilities could be enabled. In the elementary light emission processes 51 

like spontaneous radiation, conventional light-matter interactions within the SPPs disregard 52 

the phase variance between different electrons because of particular challenges pertaining to 53 

phase matching6,18. Despite the acquirement of attosecond electron pulses is already feasible19-54 
22, such difficulty still presents a major obstacle towards the experimental realization and 55 

characterization of coherent stimulated emission of free electrons within the SPPs field. But 56 

the THz SPPs can considerably alleviate this strenuous demand: the propagating and stretched 57 

wavelength nature of the THz SPPs provides much more tolerability of the coherence of the 58 

free electron beam23,24. In practice, this translates into an attainable femtosecond electron 59 

bunch for exploring the prospects of coherent stimulated emission inside the THz SPPs. 60 

Here, employing electrons as an emitter rather than probing tools, we propose a concept 61 

for coherent Terahertz SPPs light source via free electrons stimulated emission directly into 62 

the THz SPPs. We demonstrate experimentally the spatiotemporally resolved generation, 63 

amplification, and dephasing processes of the THz SPPs both in terms of the magnetic and 64 

electric near field evolution, presenting unambiguously the SPPs amplification dynamics with 65 

a coherent interaction length over 1 mm. Our experiment achieves this coherent SPPs 66 

amplification through the inelastic scattering of the laser-produced electrons. Under our current 67 

experimental situations, a radiation frequency redshift from 0.65 THz to 0.34 THz is observed 68 

and theoretically analyzed. The results hence represent the first experimental demonstration of 69 

stimulated emission by free electrons in the light-matter interaction with photonic 70 

quasiparticles. In addition, we also prove theoretically that the radiation power can be further 71 

magnified by 100 orders with a phase-matched condition, laying the grounds for a foreseeable 72 

free-electron laser (FEL) SPPs laser. 73 

Theoretically, the amplification process of the SPPs is an integral part of the elementary 74 

electron-SPPs interactions, whose opposite situation – namely, the electron absorbs photon 75 
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energy – corresponds exactly to the increasingly promising area of dielectric laser accelerators 76 

(DLA) 25,26. We compared our results with other typical electron-SPPs interactions, including 77 

DLA and PINEM, and bridge the different types of interplay in terms of the electron qualities 78 

relative to the SPPs. The connection we built conforms to a unified interaction process, whether 79 

characterized by quantum or classical electron energy losses (as in the PINEM and DLA), or 80 

by the discrete or continuous photon changes (as in HHG and our experiment), reconcile to the 81 

same physical picture which is only divided by phase-matching conditions and the coherence 82 

length of the electron beam. 83 

Coherent SPPs amplification 84 

In our scheme, coherent SPPs amplification is made possible by traversing an ultrashort 85 

free-electron pulse over a photonic structure that supports SPPs (Fig.1), such as a flat conductor 86 

surface or the recently burgeoning van der Waals materials like graphene6,8,27. Under a more 87 

general physical picture illustrated in the Feynman diagrams of (Fig.1b), the SPPs 88 

amplification process involves two-electron absorption/emission stages during interaction: (I) 89 

seed generation and (II) SPPs amplification via the electron-SPPs energy exchanges. While 90 

SPPs can be excited in the first stage either directly by irradiating a strong femtosecond laser 91 

pulse28,29 or via free-space coupling with mode and momentum matched electromagnetic 92 

waves30. The initially excited SPPs are weak in terms of field strength for strong coupling 93 

effects. We henceforth refer to this structure-mode-matched polariton as the seed for the 94 

ensuing emission processes. When considering an electron pulse that is spatiotemporally 95 

shorter than the SPPs seed and co-propagates with the seed field, stimulated radiation 96 

commences as the copropagating electrons are decelerated by the SPP field. This process 97 

underlies the coherent SPPs amplification in stage two, where the emitted photons reinforce 98 

the SPPs on the optical medium.  99 

We fulfill both processes by focusing a femtosecond laser pulse onto the photonic 100 

structure. The specific SPPs supporter used in our experiment is a thin bare metal wire that has 101 

been well-studied as “waveguides” for both THz SPPs and electrons31-33. With this specialized 102 

experimental setting (Fig.1a), the THz SPPs seed is formulated via the broadband spontaneous 103 

emission of the laser-accelerated electrons from within the wire and are mode matched to the 104 

waveguide structure. 105 

The ensuing energy exchange between the electron and THz SPPs can transform into a 106 

PINEM-type interaction with adequate electron pulse coherence, that is, sufficiently long pulse 107 

duration and distinguishable energy divergence, as demonstrated in the discussion. But here, 108 

the laser-induced electron pulse, though being divergent in energy distribution and is far from 109 

monochromatic, can inherit the temporal duration and the focal spot size of the driving laser 110 

pulse at the beginning, and co-propagates with the THz SPPs over the wire surface. As shown 111 

below, the THz SPPs have larger dimensions than that of the initial electron pulse, permitting 112 

the second stage to take place before dephasing. Hence, the coherent stimulated emission 113 

demonstrated here can lead to strong SPPs fields in a way arduous by other means. 114 

For example, the phase-matching requirement is substantially alleviated due to the larger 115 

spatial size of the THz SPPs, approving approximately 1100 μm coherent interaction length 116 

(or 4 ps duration) achieved with our experimental conditions. The femtosecond laser-induced 117 

electrons and the THz SPPs seed also allow for precise synchrony as well as substantial 118 

electron charge (about nano Coulomb) that is otherwise impossible.  119 
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 120 
Fig.	1. Coherent	SPPs	amplification	by	 stimulated	emission.	 a. schematic illustrating the SPPs generation and 121 
amplification processes, in which the femtosecond laser-produced electron bunch coherently interacts with the weak 122 
seed field it spontaneously emitted in the first stage, resulting in the SPPs amplification. The color-coded map at the 123 
rear of the SPPs waveguide represents a near-field snapshot of the SPPs. b. Diagrammatic depiction of the seed 124 
generation (stage I) and the stimulated amplification (stage II) processes: a first-order spontaneous emission process 125 
followed by a high-order process where the ultrashort bunch duration can cause stimulated emission inside the 126 
instantaneous SPPs field. 127 

Spatiotemporally resolved SPPs measurements 128 

The experiments are performed on a bare metal wire with a diameter of 50 μm and a 129 

length of ~80mm. To dynamically record the electron interaction with the SPPs, we utilize an 130 

optical pump-probe method that is supplied by a Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser, as detailed in 131 

the supplementary material. Typically for resolving the interaction between electron and near 132 

field, this second pulse is generally frequency up-converted to allow photoemission of electron 133 

packets as the ultimate probing tool for the interaction process, like the PINEM. Recent 134 

advances in PINEM have provided spatiotemporal dynamics of a polariton propagation on a 135 

2D material34. However, PINEM becomes less efficient in the mid-infrared and THz bands, 136 

because it relies on the minuscule discrimination of the electron energies that are separated by 137 

the photon energy and is restricted by the penetration depth of the electrons. 138 

Our experiment demonstrates coherent THz SPPs amplification through the optical near 139 

field imaging, in which the time-resolved electromagnetic field evolution of the THz SPPs is 140 

captured separately via the magneto-optical Faraday effect and the electro-optical effect. For 141 

magnetic field characterization (see supplementary material), a 1 mm-thick, (111)-cut terbium 142 

gallium garnet (Tb3Ga5O12, TGG) single crystal is placed parallel to the wire axis respectively 143 

at 500 μm, 750 μm, or 1000 μm distance. The magnetic field evolution of the SPPs dynamics 144 

can hence be probed via the polarization variations imprinted on the probe beam via a 145 

sequential snapshot. Alternatively, the electric field of the SPPs can be characterized similarly 146 

via a copropagating, temporally stretched (from 30 fs to 8.66 ps) probe beam that traverses 147 

through a zinc telluride (ZnTe) placed 3 cm downstream of the main beam focus (Fig.S1). 148 

Whereas the former provides the spatiotemporally resolved SPPs evolution, the latter enables 149 

characterization of the final state of the SPPs after the “walk-off”. 150 

We first investigate the SPPs field profiles using the Faraday geometry, recording the 151 

SPPs seed generation, propagation, amplification, and part of the dephasing stage (Fig.2a and 152 

movie S1) by scanning the relative time delay between the pump and probe beams. In the color-153 

coded map displayed in Fig.2a, our experimental photo records of the SPPs identify two major 154 

lobes located equidistantly on both sides of the wire. After laser irradiance (defined as 𝜏 0), 155 

the cross-section shapes of the SPPs exhibit a perceivable expansion both in volume and 156 

strength on the 500 μm near-field TGG. We deduce the maximum perceived magnetic field 157 

strength from the rotated polarization angle of the probe beam to be 5.11 Tesla at approximate 158 
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𝜏   4.27 𝑝𝑠. Afterwards, the stamped SPPs field strength starts to saturate at this detection 159 

distance. A qualitative analysis of the SPPs wave packet profile on the TGG shows the SPPs 160 

intensity evolution as a function of the propagation distance, as demonstrated in Fig.2b. This 161 

growth unambiguously evidences the amplification process of the laser-induced SPPs on the 162 

wire. 163 

Noteworthy, the field evolution recorded at different TGG distances to the wire axis has 164 

incommensurate time evolutions in Fig.2b. Such variances arise as a natural result of the SPPs 165 

generation and expansion processes, which can be accurately portraited only when all different 166 

detection distances are considered in a combined manner. We elaborate on this in the 167 

supplementary material, with the integrated magnetic energy evolution presented in Fig.2c. As 168 

a result, the absolute magnetic energy evolution detected by the TGG can be clarified as 169 

follows: the SPPs seed keeps growing during 𝜏   4.27 𝑝𝑠. But its instantaneous emitted 170 

polaritons are diminishing due to the electron pulse broadening and velocity mismatching with 171 

the SPPs, giving rise to the saturation stage (4.27 𝑝𝑠 𝜏 ) before they walk off. 172 

 173 
Fig.	2. Spatiotemporal	dynamics	of	the	electromagnetic	field	of	the	THz	SPPs.	a, p-polarized near-field snapshots 174 
of the THz SPPs magnetic field at different time delays on the 500 μm TGG crystal. The profiles show two discernible 175 
lobes located equidistantly on the two sides of the THz SPPs waveguide structure (i.e., the metal wire, as marked by 176 
the gray dashed line). 𝜏 =0 is defined as the laser irradiation moment. b, Measured time-depend magnetic field 177 
strength (dotted curves) of the THz SPPs on different TGG detection distances. We compare three magnetic field 178 
evolutions on the 500, 750, and 1000 μm TGG crystal, whose maximum magnetic fields of B= 5.11, 3.88, and 3.01 T are 179 
respectively reached at 𝜏 = 4.27, 5.30, and 6.27 ps. c, The partial magnetic field energy evolutions in space as integrated 180 
from different TGG sampling distances. It should be noted that, the spatial energy contained within the <500 μm 181 
vicinity to the wire surface is not included. The shaded background represents times at which the magnetic field energy 182 
is still rising. Afterwards, the electron and the SPPs are about to “walk-off”. d,	Derived THz SPPs waveform (black curve) 183 
from the single-shot electro-optical sampling. The data shows that the exponential amplification lasts for 1.73 ps (pink 184 
shaded area), after when though the emitted polaritons (gray shaded area) are declining due to the degraded electron 185 
coherence, the total SPPs energy (orange solid line) is still rising. 186 

Figure 2d presents an example of the measured electric field waveform of the SPPs from 187 

the single-shot electro-optical sampling35. Intuitively, the obtained electric field waveform 188 

represents a final state of the SPPs after the entire interaction process, incorporating 189 

fingerprints that are derived independently from the coherent amplification, dephasing, and the 190 

propagation effects after walking off. Evidence of such features can be found in the 191 

rising/trailing edges of the electric field waveform. For example, as shown in Fig.2c, the 192 

ascending part (pink shaded area) of the electric field relates to the exponential amplification 193 

process, whose total electric field energy (orange line) shows a corresponding rise that lasts 194 
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1.73 ps. Afterwards, the growth rate slows down due to the degraded coherence of the electron 195 

beam and saturates at 4.43 ps, similar to that of the magnetic field measurement. Such 196 

equivalence originates from the microscopic origin of the SPPs generation, whose intensity 197 

proportionally depends on the electron-emitted photon quantity. In a similar vein, the 198 

dephasing duration can also be inferred from the trailing part of the waveform (Fig.2c, gray 199 

shaded area) to be about 6.32 ps, during when the generated SPPs though being declining, the 200 

accumulated SPPs energy (orange line) is still rising until they walk off about 8.05 ps after the 201 

laser irradiation. 202 

Analysis of SPPs amplification 203 

To illustrate the SPPs dynamics on the 500 μm near-field detection plane, we quantify the 204 

spatially acquired THz SPPs profiles as a function of time and propagation distance in Fig.3a. 205 

Intriguingly in this color-coded map, our experimental result identifies two divergent branches 206 

of the acquired spatial profiles: the first one with a weaker strength stays almost standstill 207 

during our picoseconds scanning time; and a stronger second branch undergoes intensity 208 

modifications and has a superluminal phase speed of 0.46 0.01 𝑚𝑚/𝑝𝑠 (or 1.53 0.04 c, 209 

where c is the vacuum speed of light) on the 500 μm crystal TGG. Here, we attribute this 210 

stagnant branch (branch II) to possible localized ionization effects by the electrons that may 211 

reduce the probe transmittance36. But the superluminal signals (branch I), comprising of a 212 

series of the field stamps when the wavefront traverses through the TGG, must have come from 213 

the propagating THz SPPs on the wire owing to its propagating nature bound to the wire 214 

waveguide31. We henceforth refer to this second signal (branch I) as the THz SPPs in the 215 

following text. 216 

For qualitative analysis of the THz SPPs amplification process, we exclude the 217 

contribution from the first branch by intercepting the signal with only the branch I, and then fit 218 

the summed spatial profile with a Gaussian line shape at each time delay. Figure 3b presents a 219 

sequential series of the fitted THz SPPs spatial profiles, whose peaks outlined accurately the 220 

time-dependent intensity evolution of THz SPPs: at points where the THz SPPs reach their 221 

maximum, the wave packet has already propagated about 1.27 mm away from the laser focus, 222 

corresponding to a 4.28 ps time duration at 0.99c propagating speed31. 223 

The extraction of the THz SPPs signal also facilitates a more precise analysis of the 224 

spectral information concealed in the electron-SPPs interaction. Since the laser-excited SPPs 225 

are in nature a half-cycle wave polariton without reversed field component, the spectral map 226 

of the THz SPPs is reconstructed with an emitting geometry hypothesizing that the THz SPPs 227 

are emitted into free space immediately at each delay time. We discuss the validity of this 228 

spectral processing in the supplementary material. From the resultant spectral map in Fig.3c 229 

there is a notable frequency bandwidth narrowing and center frequency downshift, from 0.65 230 

THz to 0.34 THz, as the delay time evolves from 2.53 to 4.40 ps. This finding reveals a glimpse 231 

of the underlying physical process of the THz SPPs amplification: as the electron is decelerated 232 

in the copropagating SPPs field, it slips towards the rear part of the semi-cycle SPPs field 233 

where a long trailing edge of the radiation waveform is produced, as exemplified by the gray 234 

shaded area presented in Fig.2d. As a result, this temporal broadening of the SPPs waveform 235 

would lead to the broadened spatial file and a frequency redshift in the subsequent SPPs spectra. 236 

The spectral modifications can also find theoretical explanations in the general Lienard-237 

Wiechert potential of coherent radiation emission. Explicitly, the power of an electron bunch 238 
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with electron number N and velocity 𝑣, as a function of frequency (𝜔) and solid angle (Ω), can 239 

be expressed by: 240 𝑑 𝐼𝑑𝜔𝑑𝛺 𝑁 𝑓 𝜔 𝑒 𝜔
4𝜋 𝑐 𝑛 𝛽 𝑛 𝑒 ⃗∙ ⃗ / 𝑑𝑡  241 

where 𝛽 �⃗�/𝑐 is the normalized velocity, 𝑛 is the unit vector of observation direction, and 242 𝑟 𝑡  is the location of the electron bunch center. The form factor 𝑓 𝜔  denotes the Fourier 243 

transform of electrons’ spatial distribution within the bunch. For a coherent bunch with pulse 244 

duration 𝜎, this form factor can be described by a simple analytical expression of 𝑓 𝜔245 

exp 𝜔𝜎/𝑐 37, which quantitatively illustrates how smaller frequency can occupy lager 246 

share of the spectral weight in the radiation spectrum. 247 

In the simplified picture ignoring the helical movement of the electrons, the radiated SPPs 248 

are generated in a copropagating manner with the electrons. This occurrence of SPPs frequency 249 

downshift and narrowing is also corroborated in a finite difference time domain (FDTD) 250 

simulation following a 30 fs duration Gaussian beam departed from a 50 μm diameter wire, as 251 

exemplified in (Fig.3d-f). Comparing the experimentally observed frequency down-conversion 252 

with the analytical results in Fig.3f the spectral map of the simulated results implies a good 253 

agreement in both the spectral bandwidth and spectral center with the experimental results. 254 

 255 
Fig.	3.	Spatial	and	spectral	properties	of	the	THz	SPPs	during	the	amplification	process. a,	THz SPPs profiles as 256 
a function of time and propagation distance mapped on the 500 μm near-field TGG plane. There are two branches of 257 
signal, in which only branch I is unlocalized, corresponding to the propagating THz SPPs. The purple dots mark the 258 
Gaussian fit peaks of the THz SPPs wave packet as outlined in b. c,	The spectral map of the immediate THz SPPs as a 259 
function of time and propagation distance that are acquired on the 500 μm TGG plane. (d	to	f) Simulated THz SPPs 260 
amplification dynamics, showing a correspondent magnetic field energy and waveform evolution d,	instantaneous field 261 
profiles on the wire e, and the spectral map f, during the interaction process. The signal shows an obvious signal growth 262 
with frequency down-conversion from 0.54 to 0.32 THz, similar to the experimental results. 263 

Towards a stimulated SPPs light source 264 

Our present experimental result realizes coherent electron emission in the context of 265 

photonic quasiparticles with laser-produced electron bunches. Representing a particular 266 

example of free electron and light field interactions, the massively energy-divergent electrons 267 

contained in the femtosecond pulse can reasonably be regarded as a spatiotemporally limited 268 
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point in the long THz field - as opposed to a plane-wave that is described in the quantum 269 

languages. As a result, a classical treatment is found to yield good agreement with our 270 

experimental observations. This conformity, together with the stimulated SPPs amplification, 271 

relates to the recent experiment and simulation studies drawing on spontaneous 272 

emission/absorption processes but exhibiting a quantum electron-light energy transfer. Yet, an 273 

open and essential question still lingers in the physical processes described above: in what 274 

circumstances should quantum effects be manifested, as demonstrated in PINEM-type 275 

experiments; and how can we maximize the stimulated radiation power for practical 276 

applications? 277 

To shed light on the underlying energy exchange between the free electron and light field, 278 

we firstly examined the energy modulations of a quasi-monochromatic electron beam after 279 

traversing a copropagating photonic quasiparticle, like the SPPs field described in this work. 280 

By implementing an ultrashort electron pulse that is much shorter than the spatial width of the 281 

SPPs wavelength 𝜆, the electron loses or gains energy inside the SPPs field, analogous to the 282 

situation inside a dielectric laser accelerator (DLA). And the energy exchanges in the form of 283 

photon emission/absorption when the electron is decelerated/accelerated in an electric field 284 

with a field strength of 𝐸. Hence, the radiation energy modulation Δ𝐸 can be simplified as 285 Δ𝐸 𝑒𝐸𝑧 𝑒𝐸𝑣Δ𝑡, where 𝑣 denotes the electron velocity, 𝑧 denotes the electron interaction 286 

distance inside the SPPs, and Δ𝑡 represents the lasting time of the interaction. 287 

From the uncertainty principle 𝛥𝐸𝛥𝑡 ℏ/2, one may expect classical or quantum effects 288 

to be dominant since the single-photon emission can only depend on probability (i.e. quantum) 289 

when this inequality is unsatisfied, resembling the situation of atomic transitions inside a 290 

bound-electron system. Hence, a rough estimation yields at most a 2.5 femtometer interaction 291 

length for the quantum effect to be pronounced for a 10  𝑉/𝑚 electric field. On the contrary, 292 

in the classical approximation of micrometer and larger scales, radiation is generated in an 293 

uninterrupted manner whose frequency is inseparably reliant on the interaction time Δ𝑡 𝜆 294 

for a deceleration process, giving rise to lower frequency components in the radiation spectrum. 295 

We then deduce separately the radiation scaling and electron energy losses with the point-296 

like electron source inside the SPPs field. As demonstrated in supplementary material, the 297 

electrons can exchange energy with the SPPs field effectively once their phase is precisely 298 

controlled, resembling the process of Rabi oscillation in a two-level system. The simulation in 299 

Fig.4b (blue solid line) considers a complete phase matching condition for the maximum 300 

radiation power. When supposing a monochromatic electron bunch train, each with ~0.16nC 301 

charge (and ~0.5 nC in total), ~100 fs pulse duration, and 0.6c moving speed28 that interacts 302 

with a 0.3 THz multicycle SPPs, the simulation shows the free-electron laser (FEL) type 303 

growth due to the constructive interference of coherent radiation between different electrons. 304 

In comparison with the experimental one with a rapidly dephasing electron beam, the 305 

optimized electron pulse intensifies the radiated THz SPPs power by 100 orders, leading to a 306 

prospective stimulated SPPs radiation source that may find applications in devices that require 307 

super-intense strong surface field, such as exciting phonon polaritons modes14,15, flipping the 308 

spin of atoms38 and so on. 309 
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 310 
Fig.	4. Influence	of	electron	 coherence	 length	on	 the	quantum	effects	and	 SPPs	amplification.	a, Schematic 311 
showing a sub-wavelength electron pulse train interacting with a multicycle SPPs field on a photonic structure. Under 312 
such a scenario, coherent stimulated emission is allowed to give rise to the free-electron laser (FEL) type SPPs 313 
amplification as exemplified by the blue curve in b, In comparison with the growth rate acquired from our experiment 314 
results (magenta solid line), the super-radiation situation can further magnify our experimental outcome by 100 315 
orders using phase-matched monochromatic electrons, paving the path towards a stimulated SPPs light source. The 316 
magnetic energy density is acquired 500-μm from the waveguide surface. (c-e), Semi-classical simulations result of the 317 
electron energy loss spectrum with different electron coherence lengths and phase matching conditions. For the case 318 
of an electron pulse that is much shorter than the SPPs cycle (1/10 of the SPPs period), continuous electron energy 319 
modulation is observed as illustrated by the moment t=0 c, In comparison, discrete energy changes are obtained for a 320 
long electron pulse (10 times the SPPs period), with larger gain/loss appearing for phase-matched conditions. The 321 
detailed semiclassical theory for the calculation is elaborated in the supplementary material. 322 

For the electron energy loss in such conditions, the eventual electron energy spectrum is 323 

calculated as a function of injection time (delay) into the SPPs field. Here, we present one 324 

snapshot at delay t=0 in Fig.4c, where a continuous electron energy modulation is obtained. In 325 

such a scenario, the SPPs field imparts its energy to the electron via an immediate momentum 326 

kick, giving rise to the continuing energy modulation that straightforwardly samples the THz 327 

field waveforms (i.e., streaking).  328 

In contrast with a point-like particle, a continuous electron beam epitomizes the quantum 329 

situation as it is inherent a plane-wave quantum wave function. Using a long electron beam 330 

(10 times the field period), our calculation produces the electron energy modulations 331 

exemplifying the typical sidebands separated by the photon quanta (Fig.4d and e). Here, Fig.4d 332 

represents a phase mismatched situation, where the electron bunch speed is incommensurate 333 
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with the phase velocity of the SPPs field, and eventually leads to the deteriorated interacting 334 

length and hence the reduced photon quanta of about 20.  335 

Figure 4e presents the electron energy loss spectrum for a phase-matched condition by 336 

hypothesizing the electron speed to be equal to that of the SPPs. This condition allows for a 337 

60-fold surge of exchanged photon numbers than the mismatched situation described in Fig.4d. 338 

To facilitate such extensive energy exchange, various efforts including using dielectric 339 

geometries18, microresonators39, and photonic integrated circuits40 have been devised to 340 

achieve precise phase matching. However, this is still a formidable task with the stringently 341 

spatially confined light field and the substantially slowed photonic quasiparticles. But with the 342 

longer wavelength of the THz SPPs, we envisage much stronger control over fundamental 343 

light-matter interactions at handy providing suitable electron pulse and detection means. 344 

Summary and outlook 345 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the coherent THz SPPs amplification via stimulated 346 

emission by free electrons, observing the spatiotemporal evolution of the THz SPPs and a 2-347 

fold frequency redshift from 0.65 THz to 0.34 THz during the emission process. The stimulated 348 

emission follows from the femtosecond electron pulse duration and the much larger THz SPPs 349 

size which allows constructive interference to take place. As a result, a coherent interaction 350 

length over 1 mm is obtained, which is much greater than that in the infrared band with more 351 

sophisticated phase matching methods. 352 

Thinking beyond the laser-generated divergent electron beam in our experiment, a 353 

specifical purpose-customed electron beam is expected to relate different types of interactions, 354 

electron energy loss (radiation) or gain (acceleration), classical or quantum. This is because 355 

qualitatively different electron characteristics, for example, regarding the roles of electron 356 

coherence length and phase matching velocity, give rise to distinctive photon and electron 357 

energy loss spectrums including radiation amplification, streaking, and PINEM-type 358 

experiments. In the amplification situation, for instance, the precisely phase-matched electron 359 

beam could lead to super-intense SPPs that are otherwise impossible to achieve. Such prospect 360 

will enable various applications of this concept in the light-matter manipulation and plasmon-361 

based devices where a super-intense surface wave is required. 362 

 363 
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